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Abstract
Background: Citation metrics and total publications in a field has become the gold standard for rating researchers
and viability of a field. Hence, stimulating demand for citation has led to a search for useful strategies to improve performance metric index. Meanwhile, title, abstract and morphologic qualities of the articles attract researchers to scientific publications. Yet, there is relatively little understanding of the citation trend in disability related fields. We aimed
to provide an insight into the factors associated with citation increase in this field. Additionally, we tried to know at
what page number an article might appear attractive to disability researchers needs. Thus, our focus is placed on the
article page count and the number of authors contributing to the fields per article.
Methods: To this end, we evaluated the quantitative characteristics of top cited articles in the fields with a total citation (50) in the Web of Science (WoS) database. Using one-way independent ANOVA, data extracted spanning a
period of 1980-2015 were analyzed, while the non-parametric data analysis uses Kruskal-Walis test.
Results: Articles with 11 to 20 pages attract more citations followed by those within the range of zero to 10. Articles
with upward 21 pages are the least cited. Surprisingly, articles with more than two authors are significantly (P<0.05)
less cited and the citation decreases as the number of authors increased.
Conclusion: Collaborative studies enjoy wider utilization and more citation, yet discounted merit of additional pages
and limited collaborative research in disability field is revealed in this study.
Keywords: Article page count, Bibliometric, Citation counts, Disability, Number of authors

Introduction
Article citation represents not only a measure of
the recognition an article receives and its impact
in the scientific fields but also projects the future
direction and trends of research. Consequently,
numerous studies are under way to establish a
common factor among the highly cited articles
for several reasons. Accumulation of citations
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qualitative and quantitative influence is essential
in order to advance a career (1). Universities and
academic institutions also sought prestige and
quality ranking through citation counts (2).
Moreover, journals use citation count to progress
their index of quality (3). Thus, the relevance of
citation in the advancement of scientific knowAvailable at:
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ledge has been adequately established in the literature (4-6). Strategies to improve citation counts
vary across disciplines (3, 7-9). Common variables that attract citation across disciplines include journal impact factor (10-12) and open
access as against restricted access (13, 14). Additionally, article publication age, co-authorship
network (15) and the number of references are
likely to attract citation, because the more authors
are cited in an article the more they are likely to “return
the favor” in the future, thereby increase the citation
count (16). Consequently, there is evidence to
suggest that author’s academic age, affiliation and
past records may influence the popularity of an
article through the accumulation of citation.
The impact of article length on citation count
appeared differently across disciplines (7). For
example, in astronomy and astrophysics fields it
has been found that the longer an article the
more citation it will likely receive (3, 17). Whereas, in the field of clinical microbiology and infectious diseases, however, brief reports are more
appealing to researchers than full-length articles
(18). Furthermore, research grant, professional
inputs, and the established reputation in the
scholarly world of research are variables gained
from collaborative work and have an influence
on citation counts (19). Consequently, the shift in
emphasis towards collaborative work has continued and even accelerated for good (20). An increase in the number international collaboration
suggests a collective influence and therefore more
citation (21).
Despite the multitude acknowledgment on the
advantage of increasing citations count, there
have generally been very few bibliometric studies
conducted in the disability related field of research. Previous disability studies conducted focuses on the following areas: a) medical rehabilitation (22, 23), b) prosthetics (24), and c) physical
therapy (23, 25, 26). Interestingly missing in the
bibliometric studies are data gained from keywords focusing on disability outside the impairments of disabled people.
Those previous bibliometric studies acknowledged the need to improve citation counts in the
field but do not go further to justify how or why.
Available at:
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Our study proposed providing an insight into the
factors associated with a citation increase in the
top journals in the disability related field, with a
focus on the article page count and the number
of authors contributing to the fields per article.

Understanding the Models of Disability

In history of most societies, persons with disabilities (PWD) experienced a degree of mobility restriction on the ground of their body limitation
(27). Two main models characterized the view
about disability in the recent years, the medical
and the social model of disabilities. The medical
model locates the source of the inability within
the body of PWD (28). Thus, terminologies like
―epileptic‖ and ―arthritic‖ are ascribed to a person’s attributes in the medical model of disability.
The more acceptable social model redefined the
primary sources of disablement as environmental
factors rather than personal impairment. Hence,
the inability of the society to make an adjustment
in the environment gives birth to the barriers.
Thus, terminologies like access, accessibility, accommodation, assistive technology, architecture
and planning become enshrined in disability studies.
Thus, this research focused on the social model
of disability and searched for related articles
found in the (WoS) within the period of three
and a half decades (1980-2015).

Methods
Following the social model of disability, keywords related to PWD and environmental relationship are used within the advanced search interface of the Web of Science (WoS) database.
While terminologies related to medical issues are
excluded, disability in relation to access and accessibility to facilities and services to persons
with a different form of impairment are utilized.
(TI = (disability)) AND (TS = ((access) OR (accessibility) OR (accessible) OR (accommodation) OR (architecture) OR (Planning) OR (“Assistive technology”) OR
(“Universal Design”) OR (Inclusion) OR (Participatory)
OR (Attitude) OR (Resilience) OR (“Person* with dis-
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equals 297 and the total citation equals 25255.
Fig. 1 shows the corresponding total citation
(TC) for the various article page counts ranges.
Articles having page count within 11 to 20 pages
attract more citations followed by those within
the range of zero to 10. Articles with page count
within 21 to 30 attract even lesser citation and
those with pages more than 30 attract the least
citation. When we statistically test this difference
(Table 1), it was not significant (P>0.05).
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abilities”) OR (Disabled) OR (Disablement) OR (Barrier) OR (Exclusion) OR (Experience) OR (Communication) OR (“Communication device”) OR (Information)
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Downloaded Microsoft excels records analysis
was analyzed using IBM SPSS 21 software. Data
was presented as mean (SEM). Data were first
analyzed for normality and decision of normality
was based on Kolmegronov-Smirnov test result.
Parametric data were analyzed by one-way independent ANOVA while non-parametric data
were analyzed using Kruskal-Walis test. The Tukey Post Hoc test was used to precisely detect the
significant variable after using ANOVA. For correlation study, Spearman’s correlation was used
to test all data.
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Results
This study considered all articles that attracted
total citation >50. The total number of articles

Fig. 1: Total citation count based on the range of
article page count

Table 1: Difference in mean total citations among different page count grouping
Page Count
Mean (SEM)
Mean Rank
Chi-square (df)
P-Value (2 tail)
Grouping
Zero to 10
81.20 (4.77)
145.81
2.027 (3)
0.567
11 to 20
85.15 (3.30)
147.64
21 to 30
96.73 (11.54)
168.94
31 to 40
73.50 (15.12)
127.78
Values represent mean (SEM). Kruskal-Walis was used to analyze all data. P<0.05 was taken to be statistically significant at 95%
confidence interval. df= degree of freedom.

Literally, the more the number of authors contributing to an article should translate into more
traffic for the article and hence increase the
chance of getting more citation. The number of
authors contributing to the articles is presented in
Fig. 2a and the corresponding number of published articles. Articles with two contributing au1120

thors are more among the articles that attracted
more than 50 citations in the disability-related
field. Publications with a single author article and
then three and four authored articles followed the
doubled authored ones, respectively. It is manifest from the result, that articles with more than
four authors are less common in this field.
Available at:
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When we statistically test the difference in the
amount of total citations attracted by respective
groups, the difference between one, two, three
and four authored articles were significantly different (P<0.0001) as contained in (Fig. 2a). Precisely, publications authored by four people attract significantly less total citations than one

(P<0.0001) and two (P<0.001) authored publications (Fig. 2b). Meanwhile, total citation attracted
by three researchers authored articles are also
higher than that of four researchers authored but
this difference was not statistically significant
(P=0.058).

Fig. 2: (a) the number of authors that contributed to each article and the total amount/number of the published
articles (b) Mean plot of the total citation for the different number of authors. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey
post hoc test was used to analyze all data. Different letter denotes a significant difference (P<0.001) from each other
while the same letter shows non-significance (P>0.05)
Table 2: Difference in mean total citations among different page count grouping
Number of Author
Group

Total Citation
Mean (SEM)
(n=20)
F-Stat (df)
P-Value
One
156.45 (14.79)
8.354 (3)
<0.0001*
Two
149.90 (9.91)
Three
127.50 (9.13)
Four
89.65 (5.89)
Values represent mean (SEM). One-way independent ANOVA was used to analyze all data. P<0.05 was chosen to be statistically
significant at 95% confidence interval. df= degree of freedom.

*=P<0.0001

Furthermore, correlation studies were performed
to detect the relationship between total citation
and article page count and cited reference count
respectively. Fig. 3 show the scatter plot of the
relationship between TC and page count. There
was a very weak negative correlation between
both variables with a correlation coefficient of 0.008 (Table 3). As expected, this correlation was
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not statistically significant (P>0.005). In addition,
the relationship between cited reference count
and total citation is also presented in a scatter
plot as shown in Fig. 4. Testing this relationship
statistically indicated a positive correlation between TC and cited reference count (0.017) but
this difference was not also significant (P>0.005).
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Fig. 3: Scatter plot showing the relationship between
total citation and page count

Fig. 4: Scatter plot showing the relationship between
Total Citation and Cited Reference counts

Table 3: Correlation between articles with total citations greater than 50 (n=297) and article page count

Total Citation
Article Page Count

Mean (SEM)
(n=297)
85.03 (2.682)
13.461 (0.334)

Sig. (2-tail)
P-Value

Correlation (r)

0.885

-0.008

Values represent Mean (SEM). Spearman’s correlation was used to test all data. P<0.05 was statistically significant.
Table 4: Correlation between articles of total citations greater than 50 (n=297) and cited reference count

Total Citation
Cited Reference Count

Mean (SEM)
(n=297)
85.03 (2.682)
51.62 (1.616)

Sig. (2-tail)
P-Value

Correlation
(r)

0.766

0.017

Values represent Mean (SEM). Spearman’s correlation was used to test all data. P<0.05 was taken to be statistically
significant

Discussion
Scientific articles need to be read, understood and
found useful by other researchers in the field before it could receive a citation from such users. A
correlation between page counts and the number
of contributing authors measured against the citation matrix. We rearranged the articles according
to their corresponding total citation and considered those articles that attracted 50 and above
citations. We discovered that articles with 50 and
1122

above citation were approximately 297 (n=297).
The rest of the 9474 articles received lower than
50 citations. Before citing an article, it is expected
that researchers will take the article and read it
and that the number of pages in the article may
have a bearing on whether a researcher may feel
inclined to read the article or not. An article that
appeared bulkier than normal may not receive
favorable disposition from disability researchers
probably because of the research period and rigor
or inadequate collaboration in the field.
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We arranged the page count of the articles and
then grouped the articles with less than 10, 11-20
pages, 21-30 and within the range of 31-40 pages.
The corresponding total citation is presented
alongside it. The purpose is to know at what page
number an article may appear attractive and responsive to disability researchers needs. Thereby
making people read it more and consequently to
be cited. In this study, we discovered that articles
with 11-20 pages attract more citations in the disability-related fields. Conversely, articles with
barely 10 pages may appear less enticing to disability researchers. Researchers may not feel inclined to read what may appear unsubstantial at
the face value. Researchers may get fed up when
an article page count exceeds 20. Thus, following
the same reasoning article with page count greater than 31 are more prone to be disregarded as
the finding of this study indicated (see Fig. 1).
Thus, the more the number of pages the less attractive it becomes in this field. This finding corroborates with the assertion of (7) that the influence of an article length on citation count appeared differently across disciplines.
We further grouped the articles taken into account based on their number of authors 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12 and 17 authors as they manifest in
the data of the top cited articles of upward 50
citations. Thus, in our study, we now proceeded
to check whether the number of authors affects
the rate of citation. We analyzed the (n=297) articles and discovered that articles with two authors attract more citation in disability-related
fields with upwards of 80 citations. The singleauthored articles attract upwards of 60 citations.
The more the number of authors and the more
the paper may have a chance of being searched
by other researchers, owing to the fact that a paper might be attracted through the presence of a
particular author or the other (3). Contrarily, with
a slight exception in the articles of seven authors,
citation drastically declined as the number of
contributing authors increases in the disability
field as contained in the WoS database collection.
Therefore, in disability related field many people
should not contribute to an article. This may
mean disability researchers are not prevalent in
Available at:
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collaborative research. Besides, for authorship to
attract significant attention in this field the number of collaborators should be limited to a maximum of four. Two authored article was the most
suitable followed by a single authored. Our findings corroborate with the assertion that strategies to
improve the citation count vary across disciplines (3, 7, 8).
However, this finding is conflicting with the essence of collaboration. Collaborative research
save cost, diffused ideas, and enhanced awareness
among partners (15) and therefore may attract
more citation. This may help explain why only
(n=297) out of the (n=9474) articles received 50
or more citations in the field.
We proceeded to the use of statistical analysis to
test if the number of authors will have a significant impact on the citation the article will receive.
Consequently, one author has a mean total citation of 156.45, two authors have mean total citation of 149.90, three authors have 127.50 and
four authors have a mean citation of 89.65. Similarly, the ANOVA test revealed that the articles
are very significantly different (P<0.001) from
each other. Moreover, Tukey post hoc test distinguished the significantly different data using
the Mean plot. The results (b; Fig. 3), show that
four is significantly different from two and four is
significantly different (P=0.001). Likewise, one
author is also significantly different (P<0.0001)
from four authors. This means that a paper with
a single author is more likely to get more citation
than the paper with four authors. Likewise, articles of double authors are likely to get more citation than four, but the difference between the
single and doubled authored articles is not predictably much. The statistical result shows a very
weak and negative correlation between TC and
page count. As expected, this correlation is different, but not statistically significant (P>0.05),
meaning to say that although researchers publishing more pages attract less citation, the relationship is not strong to guarantee consistency empirically.
In the quest for greater understanding of what
has been referenced, cited papers would have a
significant relation to the papers that referenced
them. Thus, we now proceeded to check on the
1123
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correlation between the source and the referenced papers. Again, we discovered that in disability related field of study, there was not a so
strong relationship between articles and the articles that referenced them (less than 2%). This is
highly atypical of other fields, where the number
of reference citation is correlated with citation
counts because the more authors are cited in an
article the more likely they are to ―return the
favor‖, thereby increase the citation count (16).
In a nutshell; 1) articles receiving citations in the
field are limited, 2) The more the number of pages above 10 the less likely the article will attract
considerable citation, 3) Collaborative research
with more than two authors may decrease the
chances of the article to attract citation and that
4) there is a weak relationship between cited articles and those that cited them in the field. To
overcome these anomalies, the acceptance requirements for publication in the field may need
to be reviewed by the journals in WoS under disability-related fields of study.

study might present a good starting solution to
the problems of limited citation in the field.

Conclusion
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In our study, we have endeavored to show the
quantitative characteristic of the effect of the article page count and the number of authors on
top cited articles in disability related field of
study. 96.86% of the articles published in disability related field of study have less than 50 citations
each. Articles that made it to the top exhibit certain characteristics of having approximately 11-20
pages and two authors per article. Top cited articles in disability related field are characterized
by a limited number of authors. Moreover, for an
article to draw significant attention to the number
of collaborators should be limited to a maximum
of four; two authors are preferable in this field.
This finding presents the need to devise a means
of encouraging collaborative work in the field.
This research has suggested that establishing
connections between the past and the present
studies, collaborative endeavors, and publication
requirements in the disability related field of
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